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This is a very simple pattern for a waspie style corset. The front centre panel is worked in moss 
stitch to add texture and firmness while the sides and back are worked in a 1×1 rib to make the 

finished item very close fitting. Strips of ‘boning’, made from a large plastic soft drink bottle, are 
used to stiffen the front of the belt and 5 buttons are used to close it at the back. 
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Materials

1 pair of long 3.75mm needles or circular needle, 60-80cm long
100g DK yarn
4 stitch markers
1 large plastic soft drink bottle
scissors
yarn needle
hole punch
5 buttons
lace or ribbon to trim

The pattern

Beginning at centre front Cast on 11 stitches.

Work 1 row of moss stitch.

Continuing in moss stitch increase 1 stitch at each end of next, and every following row, until you 
have 55 stitches.

Increase for side panels

Cast on 71 stitches.

Next row. K11, pm, work 1x1 rib for 60 stitches, pm, work moss stitch to end.

Cast on 71 stitches.

Next row. P11, pm, work 1x1 rib for 60 stitches,pm, work moss stitch to next marker, work 1x1 rib 
to next marker, P11.

Work 2 rows in established pattern.
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Make first button hole row

Next row. K3, yo, K2tog, K3, yo, K2tog, K1, 1x1 rib to next marker, moss stitch to next marker, 
1x1 rib to next marker, K11.

* Work 9 rows in established pattern.

Next row. K3, yo, K2tog, K3, yo, K2tog, K1, 1x1 rib to next marker, moss stitch to next marker, 
1x1 rib to next marker, K11.**

Repeat from * to ** 3 more times

Work 2 more rows in established pattern.

Decrease to shape front

Cast off 71 stitches at beginning of next 2 rows, keeping in established pattern.

Continuing in moss stitch decrease 1 stitch of each end of next and every following row until 11 
stitches remain.
Cast off remaining stitches.

 

Make casing for 'boning'

Centre front casing

Cast on 11 stitches.
Working in moss stitch continue straight until work measures the same as the front centre of your 
corset.
Cast off.

Side front casing (make 2)

Cast on 7 stitches.
Working in moss stitch continue straight until work measures same side panel of corset.
Cast off.

Making up corset

Position centre 'boning' casing, on the wrong side of corset, down the centre of the front panel and 
sew securely into place, leaving one short edge open.
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Position the other two pieces of 'boning' casing along the edge of the front panel and sew securely 
into place, leaving one short edge open.

Fold button hole strip in half lengthways so that the eyelets are matched up and sew down rough 
edge. 
Repeat with button strip.

'Boning' the corset

Cut 1 strip slightly smaller than the casing for the centre front boning from a large soft drink bottle.
Cut 2 strips slightly smaller than casing for the side front boning.

Slide the centre front boning into place and close up open edge.
Repeat with side front pieces.

Finishing the corset

Take a length of lace or ribbon and pin around the edge of the front panel of the corset and sew 
securely in place

Lastly, sew buttons into place.
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